
V. N. Murzin. Submillimeter spectroscopy of col-
lective and bound carrier states in semiconductors.
At low temperatures, the Coulomb interaction of car-
riers in semiconductors results in a range of phenom-
ena that are quite unusual for solid-state physics and
includes the formation of quasiatomic bound states (ex-
citons) and states of the molecular type in the carrier
system and, finally, a phase transition of the carriers
to a condensed state—that of the electron-hole (EH)
Fermi liquid, which exhibits unique quantum proper-
ties. Studies of the exciton condensation, the possibil-
ity of which was suggested by L. V. Keldysh in 19681

and confirmed experimentally in Refs. 2-5, gave rise
to a new trend in semiconductor physics that has come
to occupy one of the central positions in this field.

This paper is devoted to the results of the spectro-
scopic approach to this problem that was developed in
Refs. 4 and 6-23 and is based on studies in the range of

• photon energies that correspond to the characteristic
bonding energies of the Coulomb states K a; = w*eV2#2x2

= 10'3-10'2eV(\ = 50-1000 fim), i.e., in the longwave
IR or submillimeter band.M These investigations have
yielded one of the first experimental proofs4 of the
existence of the exciton-condensation phenomenon; the
nature of the condensed phase in Ge has been studied
and several of its characteristic properties have been
observed.

1. Exciton photoexcitation spectra. Structural fea-
tures of quasiatomic bound states. For the first time
since the experimental observation of excitons by E. F.
Gross and N. A. Karryev in 1952, intrinsic exciton
photoexcitation spectra from transitions of a crystal
from ground exciton to excited states were observed in
Refs. 6-10, i.e., exciton spectroscopy in the sense
usually invested in the concept of atomic or molecular
spectroscopy came into being. Figure 1 shows a typical
Ge exciton spectrum. Similar spectra were observed
in Ref. 25. These studies, with investigations of the
photoexcitation spectra of minor impurities in several
semiconductors (Ge,Si, InSb),11'14 made it possible to
study quasiatomic-state energy-structure features gov-
erned by complex dispersion relationships between en-
ergy and carrier quasimomentum in the crystal and to
demonstrate effects governed by the limits of validity of
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FIG. 1. Absorption spectra of free excitons in ultrapure ger-
manium, measured using optical generation of carriers in a
crystal, a is the absorption coefficient and d is the thickness
of the crystal.10

the effective-mass approximation.

2. Bound states of molecular type. Since electrons
and holes have similar masses, excitonic molecules in
semiconductors should be characterized by low binding
energies. For this reason, it has been possible to ob-
serve excitonic molecules in Ge and Si only when the
crystal was deformed in a special way.26 In the case of
impurities, submillimeter-spectroscopy methods have
been used to investigate several molecular-type com-
plexes,12'14 as well as effects of the interaction of im-
purity centers12"14 rigidly embedded in the crystal.

3. Observation of exciton condensation. Phenomena
of plasma (PR) and magnetoplasma (MPR) resonance
in EHDs. A highly unusual new phenomenon in the form
of resonant absorption (Amu=150 /nm) was observed in
Refs. 4 and 15-18; it appeared in threshold fashion as
the temperature was lowered and the level of carrier
generation raised in pure Ge. This phenomenon, which
has been interpreted as a result of electrodipole inter-
action (r «\) of radiation with plasma oscillations of
EH drops (EHDs),4 was one of the first experimental
demonstrations of the existence of the exciton condensa-
tion in semiconductors and made possible the first es-
timate of the density of the condensed phase and the size
of the EHD. A whole set of resonances of the electric-
dipole and magnetic-dipole types appears in a magnetic
field in the phenomenon of magneto-plasma resonance
(MPR) in EHDs.7'19'23 Study of the observed phenomena
made it possible to obtain information on important
characteristics of the EHD in Ge.

4. Ground-state energy and other parameters of the
condensed phase in Ge. PR studies resulted in deter-
mination of the particle density nk= 2-1017 cm'3 and the
most important energy parameters of EHDs in Ge (en-
ergy of Fermi particles, work function for EHD, etc.),
which characterize the change in the ground-state en-
ergy of the particles on transition to the condensed
state.4'15'18 The observation of intensity oscillations of
plasma absorption in EHDs in a magnetic field,19 an
analog of the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations in metals,
confirmed the Fermi-liquid nature of the condensed
phase.

5. Renormalization of effective carrier masses in the
condensed phase. Studies in the region of the cyclotron
branches of MPR in EHDs in Ge20'22'23 made possible
the first measurements of carrier masses in the con-
densed phase. It was found that they differ from the
masses of free electrons and holes in the same crystal
(mjt = 1.15ml.1,wz?! = 1.0wl.!,m^ = 1.15m4).

20'23 Thus, it
was shown that the collective interaction of quasiparti-
cles in the EH liquid not only shifts, but also bends the
energy bands of the crystal.20'22-23-27

6. Electron-hole collisions in EHDs. The damping of
EHD oscillations can, in principle, be determined by a
number of single-particle and multi-particle mechan-
isms.21'23 It was shown in Refs. 15-16, 21, and 23 that
the electron-hole collision mechanism predominates in
the case of EHDs in Ge, and the frequency dependence
y(tt>) was traced through a broad spectral interval below
and above the Fermi carrier energy. In the case of or-
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FIG. 2. Particle density in condensed phase in Ge plotted
against magnetic field intensity with various orientations of
H. 1) Measurements based on shift of plasma absorption band
of EHD19'23 2) The same data processed in a more complex
MPR model21'23; 3) data of Ref. 30; 4) Ref. 31; 5) Ref. 32;
the dotted curve represents the data of Ref. 33.

dinary metals, this is practically impossible, owing to
the super-position of interband transitions. It was
found,21-23 that the characteristic quantum-mechanical
dependence y~ co2'28 is satisfied up to /zo>~(2 -3)6^.

7. Macroscopic characteristics o/ EHDs in Ge. Stud-
ies made at various excitation levels made it possible
to estimate the average radius of the EHD (1-3 jim) and
to determine the nature of the drop size distribu-
tion.15'18

8. Spontaneous compressibility o/ EH liquid in a mag-
netic field. The EH liquid is a highly unusual substance,
notably because it is characterized by a very lov; parti-
cle binding energy (on the usual atomic scales). Sub-
millimeter-wavelength studies have made it possible to
trace the variation of several EHD parameters in mag-
netic fields19'23 and to detect an increase in the density
of the EH liquid in fields H= 20-40 kOe.21 Figure 2
shows that as H increases, the concentration nk first
oscillates and then settles on a nearly linear nk(H)
curve in agreement with the theory.29 A change in drop
shape was observed on application of a magnetic field
(flattening in the plane perpendicular to H) due to re-
combinational magnetization of the EHD.22'23

Conclusion. Further investigation in this area ap-
pears to be promising, both with respect to study of
electron states in semiconductors and from the stand-
point of carrying out unique model analyses of the be-
havior of ordinary matter under the extreme conditions
of ultrastrong fields, pressures, etc. The application
of methods whose physical content and informational
capability are on a par with those of atomic spectro-
scopy will open up opportunities for development of a
quasiatomic nonlinear spectroscopy and other new areas
in semiconductor physics.
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V. A. Kuz'min. Quarks and cosmology. Unified Gauge
Theories (UGT)1>2of strong, weak, and electromagnetic
interactions have recently undergone considerable de-
velopment. The gigantic scale on which all "low-ener-
gy" interactions (1014 -1015 GeV) are unified means that
the Universe at the early stages in its expansion—at t
~ 10"34 sec and temperatures T~ 1014 GeV—was a natu-
ral "testing grounds" for the theory of the grand unifi-
cation.

Study of the phase transitions3"6 that take place in the
UGTs as the Universe cools from its original singular
state are of special interest from the cosmological
standpoint. Critical phenomena in which the gauge-in-
variance group changes may strongly influence the evo-
lution of the Universe. Their dynamics may determine
the concentration of magnetic monopoles in the Uni-
verse7-8'6 and the magnitude of its baryonic asymme-
try.9 Already in the minimal UGT based on the SU(5)
group1' the phase-transition picture is quite varied,
changing with the renormalized coupling constants of
the original Lagrangian. The following variants of vac-
uum-symmetry evolution are possible:

1. The "standard" variant.10 At a certain tempera-
ture Tj during cooling of the Universe, the vacuum av-
erage first appears in the $ field. The following phase
transitions may occur in this case2':

a) The system may go from the SU(5) symmetric-
phase to the SU(3) xsu(2) xu(l) phase, either directly:

SU (5) i- SU<3) x SU (2) X U (1),

b) or through the intermediate SU(4) xu(l) phase:

SU (5) 2+ SU (4) X U (f) -^ SU (3) x SU (2) x U (1).

c) Finally, even within the framework of the scheme
considered here (when the Higgs 24-plot acquires the
vacuum average before the quintet), we may have a
nonstandard and extremely interesting variant of the
development of the Universe in which domains with dif-
ferent gauge-invar iance groups may exist simultane-
ously in different regions of space at a certain stage in
the evolution of the Universe:10

SU(5)-
T, J SU (4) X U (1)

I SU (3) X SU (2) x U (1)
domain:ins ? * S U ( 3 ) X S U ( 2 ) X U ( 1 ) .

We note that, first of all, the domains with vacuums
SU(4) xu(l) and SU(3) xsu(2) xu(l) expand differently,
i.e., the SU(4) xu(l) domains expand more rapidly;

''i.e., the theory with two representations of the Higgs fields:
a 24-plet * with a vacuum average V~ 1014 GeV and a quint-
et H with v~ 100 GeV.

2'Before the appearance of the vacuum average in the H field.

secondly, no baryon excess forms in SU(4) *u(l) do-
mains, while the formation of the baryonic asymmetry
proceeds as usual in SU(3) xsu(2) xu(l) domains.9 This
results in nonuniform distribution of matter in the Uni-
verse and perhaps eventually in the formation of galax-
ies and clusters of galaxies. Latent heat is released
during the phase transitions; for instance the vanishing
of domains with SU(4) xu(l) symmetry may be accom-
panied by local explosions of certain regions of space.
Therefore the existence of domains may also have re-
sulted in thermal inhomogeneity of the Universe.

In this evolutionary scheme, the magnitude of the
BAU (Baryonic Asymmetry of the Universe) generated
in the minimal SU(5) is A~10~14 (&=nB/ny, wherewfland
nr are the baryon and photon concentrations, respec-
tively), and the Higgs sector must expand to two quin-
tets.11

2. The other, "unusual," variant was found by this
author together with I. I. Tkachev and M. E. Shaposhni-
kov and consists of the following. In a certain ("natu-
ral") range of values of the coupling constants, the vac-
uum average appears first in the quintet as the system
cools, and then in the 24-plet. In this case, the elec-
trically weak SU(2)L group is ultrastrongly violated at
T~ 1014 to 1015 GeV, i.e., the masses of the W*, Z bo-
sons and fermions are ~1014 GeV, and BAU generation
occurs in the SU(3) xu(l) phase. Here the minimal
SU(5) model predicts nB/nr~10~7, which is quite satis-
factory considering the dilution that follows.

As the temperature drops further, the SU(2)L group
is restored, but it is violated again at T~ 100 GeV (see
Fig. 1). In this case the evolution of the symmetry
group looks like this:

r, r, T, Tsw
SU (5) —» SU (4) —* SU (3) x U (1) —>• SU (3) x SU (2) X U (1) > SU (3) X U (1).

In any evolutionary variant, domains with different
symmetry groups must vanish by time T =0, otherwise
the existence of the walls between domains would con-
tradict observational data.12 Therefore the baryonically
symmetric cosmology with macroscopic matter and
antimatter domains in the Universe, which arises on
spontaneous violation of CP parity (BAU of the opposite

W'*G.V "' -—

M' GeV

b)

FIG. 1. a) Schematic temperature dependence of vacuum av-
erages of 24 and 5 fields; b) schematic time dependence of
temperature.
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